Name

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride

C Read each question. Think about the meaning of the
Vocabulary Word in boldface. Write the Vocabulary
Word under the picture that answers the question.
marveled

elegant

elevations

miniatures

Vocabulary

brisk

practical

1. Who is wearing
practical clothing?

2. Which gloves are
elegant?

3. Which place has brisk
weather?

4. Which is a collection
of miniatures?
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5. Where are there high
elevations?

6. Who marveled at the
view?

To the Teacher: Read the directions aloud. Use pictures and
pantomime to demonstrate the meaning of each Vocabulary
Word. Have students repeat each Vocabulary Word after you as
you demonstrate its meaning. Model completing the first item,
and have students work in pairs to discuss the remaining items.
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Name

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride

C Read the book parts. Then circle the letter of the best
answer to each question below.
Book Cover

Locate
Information
TEST PREP

Glossary

Table of Contents

Famous Women

biplane: an airplane with
two sets of wings, one
by Jane Wu
Chapter 1
above the other
Amelia Earhart . . . . . . . .3 First Lady: the wife of the
President of the United
States
White House: the home of
Chapter 2
the President and First
Eleanor Roosevelt . . . . .39
Lady
1 Where could you find out what
Tip
the term First Lady means?
What part of a
book lists words
and gives their
meanings?
B

C

D

This question asks
about a chapter in
the book. Where
can you find out
where a chapter
begins?

2 On what page does the chapter
about Eleanor Roosevelt begin?

F

G

H

J

3 Who wrote the book Famous Women?
A Jane Wu
C Eleanor Roosevelt
B Amelia Earhart
D Martha Washington

To the Teacher: Use a real book with a table of contents and
a glossary to review each book part with students before they
begin this exercise. After students answer the questions, ask
them to justify their answers by pointing to the appropriate
references in the book parts.

Tip
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Tip

This question asks
about the author
of a book. What
book part tells you
this information?
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